
Smoothwall  
Classroom Manager

Regain focus with lock screen
Locking whole or individual screens 
helps maintain class focus.

Grid view 
Student devices appear as thumbnails 
in a single screen for easy ‘scan and 
see’ by the teacher.

Syncs with Google Classroom 
Easy log in with Google ID. Full Google 
Classroom synchronisation removes 
the need to create classes from scratch.

Evidencing
Screen snapshots can be taken and 
saved locally for evidencing purposes.

Full session control
Allows teachers to manage session 
times and add or remove students 
without IT assistance.

Real-time monitoring of  
student devices
Real-time monitoring gives teachers 
immediate visibility when a student 
goes off track.

Open tab
Open specific URLs for every student  
to focus on the same content.

Active / inactive / close tabs
Monitor tabs on current and 
background screens with the ability to 
remotely close tabs when necessary.

Peer-to-peer architecture 
Low impact, innovative, peer-to-
peer architecture keeps bandwidth 
requirements to a minimum.

Designed from the ground up to help busy teachers manage 
dynamic classrooms, Smoothwall Classroom Manager gives 
them the control needed to maintain productive learning 
environments. Designed to work within the Google classroom, 
this crucial tool empowers teachers to be self-sufficient and 
improve learning outcomes.
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Focused learning 
Teachers retain full URL control on 
student devices.

They control the number of tabs and 
ensure students’ attention is on specific 
URLs, and away from anything else.

Rostering integration
Integrates instantly with a school’s 
management information system where 
student records are held.

The system knows which class is being 
taught, when and to which students.  
No need to key in details, no lockouts, 
no conflicts.

Chat
Teacher to student:
Includes a series of quick to use 
commands a teacher can send to  
a student E.g. ‘Please focus on task’, 
or ‘five minutes to finish’.

Student to teacher:
Includes a series of quick to use 
responses a student can send back  
to a teacher E.g. ‘Done’ or ‘understood’ 
or ‘help’.

Communications are quick, private  
and with no interruptions to the rest 
of the class. 

Mobile control
Teachers can control elements of  
the dashboard from a mobile phone 
freeing them to walk around and 
integrate fully with their class without 
needing to stay tied to their computer 
screen. Elements include:

Lock button – immediately locks 
all devices.

Distraction alert – discretely alerts the 
teacher to a student going off track.

New features - Coming soon

At Smoothwall our goal is to keep our customers one step ahead in the evolving world of digital safety. 
That means never standing still. We’re continually collaborating and engineering to provide the best 
solutions possible. We have some exciting new features coming in 2019 for Classroom Manager.  
Take a look below and if you have any questions please get in touch. We’d love to tell you more.

Tell us how we’re doing

Having a collaborative relationship with our customers 
is important to us at Smoothwall. It allows us to develop 
products that are tightly aligned to your technical, functional 
and management needs. 

If you have any feature suggestions for Classroom Manager 
please tell us. We’d love to hear your feedback.

us.smoothwall.com/contact-us/

Tel: +1 800 959 3760 
Email: inquiries@smoothwall.com
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